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    1  Intro (Reborn)  2:55  2  Aimlessly (Lying On The Ground)  4:31  3  We Are Gonna Fall 
4:56  4  Estrange  5:41  5  The Longest Journey (Part 1.)  6:07  6  Chamber Of Mirrors  5:08  7 
Hollow Pictures  5:55  8  Ankh 1.  6:12  9  Closed Eyes  3:48  10  Night In The Forest  4:27  11 
Important Things  4:16  12  Treasure  7:49    Ágnes Anna Tamási - Vocals  Tamás Horváth -
Guitars  Olivér Barabás - Drums  Viktor Hajnóczky - Guitars (lead)  Dániel Csanády - Vocals,
Bass  Zoltán Dávid - Guitars  Vivien Lunczer - Flute     

 

  

We have the debut album from Hungary’s Ankh entitled “New Beginning”. With a title like that I
wanted to hear where they had come from before this potential new beginning. I jumped into
their EP from 2012 “Tükörterem” to see where they were then to where they are now.

  

Given their name I wasn’t sure if they were going to play Egyptian or Sumerian inspired death
metal the first time I grabbed this, like Nile or Melechesh but I was surprised they are folk metal
with some symphonic, power and melodic death influences. (Ankh is an ancient hieroglyphic
meaning “life”). I suppose they have a similar feel to country mates like Dalriada on the folkier
side and Kylfingar on the black/death metal side so they fit somewhere in between the two. The
songs are sung in English which will have a broader appeal for sure and having both male and
female vocalists.

  

They have taken two tracks from “Tükörterem” (“We Are Gonna Fall” and “The Longest Journey
(Part One)”) and refreshed them to fit in with the remaining 10 tracks (2 instrumentals and 8
regular tracks). I initially had a little trouble getting into this for some reason but then it started
growing on me after repeated listens, some catchy riffs, punchy bass and tasty keys were
readily apparent in each song along with all of the other obviously great musicianship and
tracks. There is a touch of quirkiness when it comes to the soloing and musical directions,
sounding a little like some old experimental thrash. When they go up tempo is when they are
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the most appealing to me, sounding like my beloved Grimner probably because of the flute
playing and not the lyrical subject matter like on “Night in the Forest” amongst others. I think
they could have shortened the album a little bit from its 60 plus minutes and it would have been
more powerful but all in all a pretty solid debut album. Production is relatively neutral and
doesn’t distract or augment what is happening hear, again solid. Need a safe bet for a good
all-around folk metal release? The latest album from Ankh fits the bill. ---Jeff, folk-metal.nl

  

download (mp3 @320 kbs):
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https://yadi.sk/d/8WPHcdnhfAatsg
http://www.mediafire.com/file/1vzor1bv1gr7cxp/Ankh-NB15.zip/file
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